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ABSTRACT: The field of inexact registering has gotten critical consideration from the
exploration group in the previous couple of years, particularly with regards to different flag
preparing applications. Picture and video pressure calculations, for example, JPEG, MPEG, et
cetera, are especially alluring possibility for inexact registering, since they are tolerant of
figuring imprecision because of human indistinctness, which can be misused to acknowledge
profoundly control effective usage of these calculations. In any case, existing rough structures
ordinarily settle the level of equipment estimate statically and are not versatile to include
information. For instance, if a settled rough equipment setup is utilized for a MPEG encoder (i.e.,
a settled level of guess), the yield quality shifts extraordinarily for various information
recordings. This paper tends to this issue by proposing a reconfigurable surmised engineering for
MPEG encoders that advances control utilization with the objective of keeping up a specific
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) limit for any video. Toward this end, we plan reconfigurable
viper/subtractor squares (RABs), which can adjust their level of guess, and in this manner
incorporate these pieces in the movement estimation and discrete cosine change modules of the
MPEG encoder. We propose two heuristics for consequently tuning the guess level of the RABs
in these two modules amid runtime in light of the attributes of every individual video.
Exploratory outcomes demonstrate that our approach of progressively modifying the level of
equipment guess in view of the info video regards the given quality bound (PSNR debasement of
1%–10%) crosswise over various recordings while accomplishing a power setting aside to 38%
over an ordinary nonapproximated MPEG encoder engineering. Note that in spite of the fact that
the proposed reconfigurable surmised design is displayed for the particular instance of a MPEG
encoder, it can be effectively reached out to other DSP applications.
KEYWORDS: Approximate circuits, approximate computing, low power design, quality
configurable
I. INTRODUCTION
Introducing a limited amount of computing
imprecision in image and video processing
algorithms often results in a negligible
amount of perceptible visual change in the
Vol 06 Issue10, Nov 2017

output, which makes these algorithms as
ideal candidates for the use of approximate
computing
architectures.
Approximate
computing architectures exploit the fact that
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a small relaxation in output correctness can
result in significantly simpler and lower
power implementations. However, most
approximate
hardware
architectures
proposed so far suffer from the limitation
that, for widely varying input parameters, it
becomes very hard to provide a quality
bound on the output, and in some cases, the
output quality may be severely degraded.
The main reason for this output quality
fluctuation is that the degree of
approximation (DA) in the hardware
architecture is fixed statically and cannot be
customized for different inputs. One
possible remedy is to adopt a conservative
approach and use a very low DA in the
hardware so that the output accuracy is not
drastically affected. However, such a
conservative approach will, as expected,
drastically impact the power savings as well.
MPEG Compression Scheme
MPEG has for long been the most preferred
video compression scheme in modern video
applications and devices. Using the MPEG2/MPEG-4 standards, videos can be
squeezed to very small sizes. MPEG uses
both inter frame and intra frame encoding
for video compression. Intra frame encoding
involves encoding the entire frame of data,
while interframe encoding utilizes predictive
and interpolative coding techniques as
means of achieving compression. The
interframe version exploits the high
temporal redundancy between adjacent
frames and only encodes the differences in
information between the frames, thus
resulting in greater compression ratios. In
addition, motion compensated interpolative
coding scales down the data further through
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the use of bidirectional prediction. In this
case, the encoding takes place based upon
the differences between the current frame
and the previous and next frames in the
video sequence. MPEG encoding involves
three kinds of frames: 1) I-frames
(intraframe
encoded);
2)
P-frames
(predictive encoded); and 3) B-frames
(bidirectional encoded). As evident from
their names, an I-frame is encoded
completely as it is without any data loss.
AnI-frame usually precedes each MPEG
data stream. P-frames are constructed using
the differences between the current frame
and the immediately preceding I or P frame.
B-frames are produced relative to the closest
two I/P frames on either side of the current
frame. The I, P, and B frames are further
compressed when subjected to DCT, which
helps to eliminate the existing interframe
spatial redundancy as much as possible. A
significant portion of the interframe
encoding is spent in calculating motion
vectors (MVs) from the computed
differences. Each non encoded frame is
divided into smaller

macro blocks (MBs), typically 16×16 pixels.
Each MV has an associated MB. The MVs
actually contain information regarding the
relative displacements of the MBs in the
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present frame in comparison with the
reference. These are calculated by extracting
the minimum value of sum of absolute
differences (SADs) of an MB with respect to
all the MBs of the reference frame. The
resultant vectors are also encoded along with
the frames. However, this is not sufficient to
provide an accurate description of the actual
frame. Hence, in addition to the MVs, a
residual error is computed, which is then
compressed using DCT. It has been proven
that the ME and DCT blocks are the most
computationally expensive components of
an MPEG encoder. The different steps
involved in performing MPEG compression
are shown in Fig. 1
Quality of a Video
The merit of the encoding operation can be
determined from the output quality of the
decoded video. Objective metrics, such as
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), SAD,
and so on, have a very good correlation with
the subjective procedures of measuring the
quality of the videos. Hence, we have
utilized the popular and simple PSNR metric
as a means of video quality estimation.
PSNR is a full-reference video quality
assessment technique, which utilizes a pixelto-pixel difference with respect to the
original video. In this paper, PSNR of a
video is defined as the average PSNR over a
constant number of frames (50) of the video.
Approximate adders:
Adders are utilized for calculating the
addition (or sum) of two binary numbers.
Two common types of adders are the ripplecarry adder (RCA) and the carry look ahead
adder (CLA). In an n-bit RCA, n 1-bit full
adders (FAs) are cascaded; the carry of each
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FA is propagated to the next FA, thus the
delay of RCA grows in proportion to n (or
O(n)). An n-bit CLA consists of n SPGs,
which operate in parallel to produce the
sum, generate (gi = ai bi ) and propagate (pi
= ai + bi ) signals, and connected to a carry
look ahead generator. For CLA, all carries
are generated directly by the carry look
ahead generator using only the generate and
propagate signals, so the delay of CLA is
logarithmic in n (or O(log(n))), thus
significantly shorter than that of RCA.
However, CLA requires larger circuit area
and higher power dissipation. The carry look
ahead generator becomes very complex for
large n. The area complexity of CLA is
O(nlog(n)) when the fan-in and fan-out of
the constituent gates are fixed. Many
approximation schemes have been proposed
by reducing the critical path and hardware
complexity of the accurate adder. An early
methodology is based on a speculative
operation. In an n-bit speculative adder, each
sum bit is predicted by its previous k less
significant bits(LSBs) (k < n). A speculative
design makes an adder significantly faster
than the conventional design. Segmented
adders are proposed. An n-bit segmented
adder is implemented by several smaller
adders operating in parallel. Hence, the carry
propagation chain is truncated into shorter
segments. Segmentation is also utilized, but
their carry inputs for each sub-adder are
selected differently. This type of adder is
referred to as a carry select adder. Another
method for reducing the critical path delay
and power dissipation of a conventional
adder is by approximating the full adder; the
approximate adder is usually applied to the
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LSBs of an accurate adder. In the sequel, the
approximate adders are divided into four
categories.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
There has been a lot of effort in constructing
energy-efficient
video
compression
schemes. Many of them are related to the
specific case of an MPEG encoder. Different
methods of power-reduction include
algorithmic modifications, voltage overscaling, and imprecise computation of
metrics. The introduction of approximate
computing techniques has opened up
entirely new opportunities in building lowpower video compression architectures.
Approximate computing methods achieve a
large amount of power savings by
introducing a small amount of error or
inaccuracy into the logic block. Different
approaches for approximation include error
introduction through voltage over scaling,
intelligent logic manipulation, and circuit
simplification using don’t care-based
optimization techniques. The methods
introduce imprecision by replacing adders
with their approximate counterparts. The
approximate adders are obtained by
intelligently deleting some of the transistors
in a mirror adder. An important point to note
is that these approximate circuits are
hardwired and cannot be modified without
re synthesizing the entire circuit. There also
exist instances of approximations introduced
in an MPEG encoder. Most of them exploit
the inherent error resilience of the motion
estimation (ME) algorithm, which results in
minor quality degradation. For example,
Moshnyagaet al. use a bit width
compression technique to reduce power
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consumption of video frame memory. He
and Liou and Heet al. use bit truncation to
introduce approximations in the ME block
of an MPEG encoder. An adaptive bit
masking method is proposed, where the
authors propose to truncate the pixels of the
current and previous frames required for ME
depending upon the quantization step.
However, such a coarse-grained input
truncation is applicable only to the specific
case of ME and gives unsatisfactory results
for other blocks, such as discrete cosine
transform (DCT), which requires a finer
regulation over error. show, helps in
maintaining better control over applicationlevel quality metrics while simultaneously
reaping the power consumption benefits of
hardware approximation. Our proposed
technique can automatically adjust the
extent
of
hardware
approximation
dynamically
based
on
the
video
characteristics. In addition, such dynamic
reconfiguration also provides users with a
control knob for varying the output quality
of the videos and the power consumption for
the battery-powered multimedia devices
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1Reconfigurable
Adder/Subtractor
Blocks
Dynamic variation of the DA can be done
when each of the adder/subtractor blocks is
equipped with one or more of its
approximate copies and it is able to switch
between them as per requirement. This
reconfigurable architecture can include any
approximate
version
of
the
adders/subtractors. As a reference, Guptaet
al. proposed six different kinds of
approximate circuits for adders. However, it
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also needs to be ensured that the additional
area overheads required for constructing the
reconfigurable approximate circuits are
minimal with sufficiently large power
savings. As examples, we have chosen the
two most naive methods presented, namely,
truncation and approximation 5, for
approximating the adder/subtractor blocks.
The latter one can also be conceptualized as
an enhanced version of truncation as it just
relays the two 1-bit inputs, one as Sum and
the other as Carry Out (Choice 2). In caseA,
B,andCin are the 1-bit inputs to the full
adder (FA), then the outputs are Sum=Band
Cout=A. The resultant truth-table shows that
the outputs are correct for more than half of
all input combinations, thus proving to be a
better approximation mode than truncation.
The proposed scheme replaces each FA cell
of the adders/subtractors with a dual-mode
FA (DMFA) cell (Fig. 5) in which each FA
cell can operate either in fully accurate or in
some approximation mode depending on the
state of the control signal APP.

Synthesis and evaluation of power
consumption of a 16-bit RCA were
performed in Synopsys Design and Power
Compiler and the corresponding results are
described in Table I.

Our experiments have shown a negligible
difference in the power consumption of
DMFA when operated in either of the two
approximation modes. Hence, without any
loss of generality, approximation 5 was
chosen for its higher probability of giving
the correct output result than truncation,
which invariably outputs 0 irrespective of
the input. Fig. 5 shows the logic block
diagram of the DMFA cell, which replaces
the constituent FA cells of an 8-bit RCA, as
shown in Fig.3.2. In addition, it also consists
of the approximation controller for
generating the appropriate select signals for
the multiplexers.

A logic high value of the APP signal denotes
that the DMFA is operating in the
approximate mode. We term these
adders/subtractors as RABs. It is important
to note that the FA cell is power-gated when
operating in the approximate mode.
Vol 06 Issue10, Nov 2017
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A multimode FA cell would provide even a
better alternative to the DMFA from the
point of controlling the approximation
magnitude. However, it also increases the
complexity of the decoder block used for
asserting the right select signals to the
multiplexers as well as the logic overhead
for the multiplexers themselves. This
undermines the primary objective as most of
the power savings that we get from
approximating the bits are lost. Instead, the
two-mode decoder and the 2:1 multiplexers
have negligible overhead and also provide
sufficient command over the approximation
degree.
3.1.1DMFA Overhead: The power gating
transistor and the multiplexers of the DMFA
are designed to incur the least possible
overhead. Our experiments show that
switching power of the CMOS transistors
contributes toward most of the total power
consumption of the FA and DMFA blocks.
Table I presents the power consumption of
FA and DMFA for different modes obtained
by exhaustive simulation in Synopsys
NanoSim. It shows that the power increases
by 0.21 μW when we operate DMFA in
accurate mode as compared with the original
FA block. This difference in power can be
attributed mainly to the increase in load
capacitance of the FA block due to the
addition of the input capacitance of the
interfaced multiplexers. A small portion of
the total power is contributed by the
additional switching of the multiplexers.
Table I also shows that the power consumed
during DMFA approximate mode is almost
negligible when compared with the accurate
mode, which is due to the power gating of
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the FA block by the pMOS transistor, as
shown in Fig. 5. Reduction in the input
switching activity of the multiplexers is also
a secondary cause for this small amount of
power. The additional overhead due to
switching of the power gating transistor can
be neglected, since its switching activity is
very small due to the nature of our switching
algorithms. This is mainly due to the spatial
and temporal locality of the pixel values
across consecutive frames. The concept of
RAB can also be extended to other adder
architectures as well. Adder architectures,
such as CBA and CSA, which also contain
FA as the fundamental building block, can
be made accuracy configurable by direct
substitution of the FAs with DMFAs. Other
varieties, like CLA and tree adders, use
different types of carry propagate and
generate blocks as their basic building units,
and hence require some additional
modifications to function as RABs. As an
example, we implemented a 16-bit CLA
consisting of four different types of basic
blocks (Fig. 8) depending upon the presence
of sum(S), Cout, carry propagation (P), and
carry generation (G) at different levels. We
address the basic blocks present at the first
(or lowermost) level of a CLA, which have
inputs coming in directly, as carry look
ahead blocks, CLB1 and CLB2. The
difference among them being that CLB1
produces an additional Cout signal
compared with CLB2. Their corresponding
dual-mode
versions,
DMCLB1
and
DMCLB2, have both S and P approximated
by input operand B and both Cout and G
approximated by input operand A, as shown
in Fig.3.3. The basic blocks present at the
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higher levels of CLA hierarchy are denoted
as propagate and generate blocks, PGB1 and
PGB2. In this case, PGB1 produces an extra
Cout output as compared with PGB2.

As shown in Fig.3.3, the configurable dualmode versions, DMPGB1 and DMPGB2,
use inputs PA and GB as approximations for
outputs P and G, respectively, when
operating in the approximate mode.

These approximations were selected
empirically ensuring that the ratio of the
probability of correct output to the
additional circuit overhead for each of the
blocks is large. Table II summarizes the
outputs of each of the dual-mode blocks
when operating in either accurate or
approximate mode.
Vol 06 Issue10, Nov 2017

For a reconfigurable CLA, DMCLB1 and
DMCLB2 blocks are approximated in
accordance with the DA. However, the
DMPGB1 and DMPGB2 blocks are
approximated only when each and every
DMCLB1, DMCLB2, DMPGB1, and
DMPGB2 block, which belongs to the
transitive fan-in cones of the concerned
block, is approximated. Otherwise, the block
is operated in the accurate mode. For
example, any DMPGB block at the second
level of CLA can be made to operate in
approximate mode, if and only if, both of its
constituent DMCLB1 and DMCLB2 blocks
are operating in the approximate mode.
Similar protocol is ensued for the blocks
residing at higher levels of the tree, where
each DMPGB block can be approximated
only when both of its constituent DMPGB1
and DMPGB2 blocks are approximated.
This architecture can be easily extrapolated
to other similar type CLAs, such as Kogge–
Stone, Brent–Kung, Manchester-carry chain,
and so on.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a reconfigurable
approximate architecture for the MPEG
encoders that optimize power consumption
while maintaining output quality across
different input videos. The proposed
architecture is based on the concept of
dynamically reconfiguring the level of
approximation in the hardware based on the
input characteristics. It requires theuser to
specify only the overall minimum quality for
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videos instead of having to decide the level
of
hardware
approximation.
Our
experimental results show that the proposed
architecture results in power savings
equivalent to a baseline approach that uses
fixed
approximate
hardware
while
respecting quality constraints across
different videos. Future work includes the
incorporation of other approximation
techniques
and
extending
the
approximations to other arithmetic and
functional blocks.
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